The population relaxation of the OD stretching vibration of HOD diluted in H 2 O is studied by time-resolved infrared pump-probe spectroscopy for temperatures between 278 and 663 K in the density range 0.28Յ Յ 1.01 g / cm 3 . Transient spectra recorded after exciting the v =0→ 1 OD stretching transition at low temperatures show a delay between excited state decay and formation of the thermalized spectrum pointing to an intermediately populated state. Above 400 K, the rates of excited state decay and ground state recovery become equivalent and the intermediate state is not detectable anymore. Over the entire thermodynamic range, the derived OD stretch relaxation rate constant k r depends linearly on the static dielectric constant of water, indicating a correlation of k r with the average hydrogen bond connectivity of HOD within the H 2 O network. However, in contrast to the OH stretch relaxation rate constant of the complementary system of HOD in D 2 O, the low density data of k r ͑͒ extrapolate to a nonzero intercept for → 1. Our analysis suggests that at ambient conditions the OD excited state is mainly depopulated by a direct v =1→ 0 transition, avoiding the excited v = 1 HOD bending state. Therefore, at room temperature the detected intermediate is assigned to a nonthermalized state with respect to nuclear degrees of freedom of the solvent molecules, and subsequent formation of the final product spectrum is related to a rearrangement of the hydrogen bond network. Passing over to the gas phase the excited OD stretch state shifts into close resonance with the HOD bend overtone, thereby opening up an additional relaxation channel.
I. INTRODUCTION
The unusual thermodynamic properties of liquid water can be attributed to its ability to form extended threedimensional hydrogen bonded networks. 1 These networks are highly dynamic in nature and apart from fluctuations in hydrogen bond lengths and angles are characterized by continuous breaking and reformation of hydrogen bonds on time scales of about 1 ps. 2, 3 In recent years, time-resolved vibrational spectroscopy has proven to be extremely powerful in elucidating the structural dynamics of water. 4, 5 The reason for this is the strong correlation between hydrogen bond strength and the instantaneous OH stretch vibrator frequency. [6] [7] [8] An important approach is to measure the ultrafast response of the hydrogen bond network induced by vibrational energy relaxation ͑VER͒ of selectively excited water stretching [9] [10] [11] [12] or bending modes. [13] [14] [15] For the analysis of these experiments it is crucial to know the time scales and pathways of VER in detail. But also in the context of solvation and reaction chemistry in liquid water, energy transport within and between water molecules plays a pivotal role.
For neat H 2 O, VER is dominated by intra-and intermolecular resonances resulting in a complete delocalization of an initial vibrational excitation over a large number of neighboring molecules accompanied by an ultrafast memory loss of the transition dipole orientation. 16 Vibrational delocalization is suppressed in the VER of the OH ͑OD͒ stretching mode of HOD dissolved in D 2 O ͑H 2 O͒. Here isotope substitution lifts inter-and intramolecular resonances, thereby facilitating the observation of the relaxation processes. In the case of HOD in D 2 O, the lifetime of the OH stretch excited state at ambient conditions was found to be in the range of 0.5-1.0 ps. [9] [10] [11] [12] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] This broad range was attributed to a distribution of hydrogen bonded configurations of the HOD molecule, which on the time scale of VER appears to be partially inhomogeneous. Accordingly, the relaxation is faster for a subensemble of strongly hydrogen bonded OH oscillators absorbing at the red edge of the steady state OH stretch band as compared to a weakly hydrogen bonded subensemble excited at the blue edge. 22 Above 400 K, this dispersion of the OH stretch lifetime disappears because with increasing temperature the reorganization of the local hydrogen bonded configurations accelerates and, simultaneously, the OH stretch relaxation becomes slower as the hydrogen bond network is weakened. 24, 25 Interestingly, a linear relation between the OH stretch relaxation rate constant k r and the static dielectric constant was found. The latter quantity was taken as a measure for the average hydrogen bond connectivity in the bulk fluid. Marked deviations from this linear correlation at low temperatures and, in particular, under ambient conditions were caused by the accidental coincidence of time scales for hydrogen bond reorganization and excited state depopulation. Nevertheless, the linear relation between k r and was used to determine by extrapolation the en-semble averaged lifetime of the first excited vibrational quantum state of the OH stretch mode at ambient conditions to 0.63 ps. 24 These experimental studies are accompanied by numerous theoretical investigations aimed at elucidating the relaxation pathways in detail. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] The calculations converge in identifying the transfer from the excited OH stretch mode to the first overtone of the HOD bend vibration as the rate determining step in the relaxation cascade. 26, 27 Recent nonequilibrium molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ simulations suggest a strong coupling of the bending and OH stretching modes to the HOD rotation which in turn passes the energy to the D 2 O rotation indicating libration-to-libration energy transfer as an important intermolecular relaxation pathway. 30 The OD stretch relaxation of the complementary system HOD dissolved in H 2 O is more than two times slower [31] [32] [33] [34] than the OH stretch relaxation of HOD in D 2 O. In contrast to the OH stretch relaxation, inhomogeneities of the lifetime within the OD stretch absorption band have not been observed at ambient conditions. 31 This can easily be explained by the longer lifetime of the OD stretch vibration because hydrogen bond dynamics for both systems can be expected to be quite similar. As a result, the experimentally observed decay correspond to an ensemble averaged population relaxation. If this interpretation is correct, the OD stretch relaxation rate constant k r should be strictly proportional to the static dielectric constant of water even down to low temperatures where the marked deviations were previously observed for the OH stretch relaxation of HOD in D 2 O. To validate this conjecture we performed femtosecond mid-IR pumpprobe spectroscopy on the OD stretching mode of HOD in H 2 O over a broad range of thermodynamic state points from the melting point to beyond the critical temperature of water. By varying the pressure between 1 and 600 bars, the static dielectric constant was adjusted in the range 4.5ϽϽ86.3. Recently, Tielrooij et al. 34 observed a 30% increase in the OD stretch lifetime in the temperature interval 2 -70°C which, however, is too small to arrive at a meaningful conclusion about the k r ͑͒ dependence.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Femtosecond pump-probe measurements were performed with a tunable dual-color midinfrared laser source and frequency-selective detection. A semicommercial Ti:sapphire oscillator/regenerative amplifier system generating 800 nm, 100 fs optical pulses with energies of 700 J and a repetition rate of 1 kHz was used to pump two optical parametric amplifiers 35, 36 with a power ratio of 1.5:1. Subsequently, mid-IR pulses at around 2500 cm −1 were obtained from difference frequency mixing of idler and signal of the two optical parametric amplifiers providing pump and probe pulse energies of 4 and 0.5 J, respectively. The relative plane of polarization of both pulses was adjusted to 54.7°. The pump pulses were sent through a motorized optical delay line. A portion of the probe pulse was split off and served as a reference which preceded pump and probe pulses by 1.5 ns. Pump, probe, and reference beams were focused into the sample with an off-axis parabolic mirror of 100 mm focal length. Behind the sample, remaining pump light was captured in a beam dump. Probe and reference beams were fed in a grating polychromator and imaged on a commercial dual row HgCdTe array detector ͑2 ϫ 32 elements͒.
The experiments were performed in a high temperature high-pressure cell capable of operating up to 1500 bars at 750 K. 25 The cell body was made of a nickel-based high temperature alloy. Sapphire disks of 5 mm diameter and 2.50 mm thickness were employed as optical windows. The optical path length inside the cell was adjusted between 30 and 200 m. Heating cartridges embedded in the cell body and a thermocouple inside the cell were used to regulate the sample temperature with an accuracy of Ϯ1 K. The pressure was measured with an accuracy of 1% by a manometer connected to the cell. HOD solutions were prepared by mixing H 2 O with 2%-5% D 2 O. For the time-resolved experiments, the sample concentration and optical path length inside the cell were adjusted to produce a peak optical density between 0.5 and 1.0. The density and the dielectric constant for various thermodynamic state points of water were calculated from pressure and temperature data using the PROPATH program package.
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III. RESULTS
In Fig. 1 at a supercritical temperature of T = 673 K and a pressure of p = 300 bars. The gas phase absorption is further blueshifted to 2727 cm −1 as shown by the bar in Fig. 1 . These observations are in complete agreement with earlier investigations 38 and suggest a weakening of the hydrogen bond network as the solvent density is reduced. On the other hand, for the spectrum at lowest density there is still considerable overlap with the room temperature spectrum, indicating the presence of hydrogen bonds even at 673 K and densities Ͼ 0.3 g / cm 3 . In analyzing the corresponding OH stretching Figure 2 shows that such a relation also holds for the OD stretching mode.
For the time-resolved experiments, the pump frequency was always adjusted to the center of the OD stretch absorption band at the respective thermodynamic conditions. As an example, results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for HOD in H 2 O at T = 573 K and p = 300 bars ͑corresponding to = 0.75 g / cm 3 ͒ where the OD stretching vibration OD was excited at 2600 cm −1 . At early pump-probe delay times, the spectra show a pump-induced bleaching/stimulated emission of the OD =0→ 1 transition and a corresponding OD =1 → 2 absorption at frequencies Ͻ2550 cm −1 . At later times ͑Ͼ26 ps͒, a transient spectrum is observed consisting of bleaching at 2550 cm −1 and absorption at Ͼ2670 cm −1 , both of which persist for the experimentally accessible time range of 1.5 ns. Similar features have been observed at ambient conditions. 32, 33 The long-time spectrum was attributed to a temperature rise of the sample in the laser focus once the pump energy is transferred from the excited HOD molecule to the surrounding water molecules. 31, 32 An increased temperature leads to a blueshift of the spectrum ͑see Fig. 1͒ , consistent with a long-time differential transmission spectrum that closely resembles a thermal difference spectrum. For the kinetic analysis of our data, we used the same relaxation scheme proposed for room temperature measurements ͑see Fig. 5͒ . 32, 33 There, it was shown that the appearance of the long-time spectrum involves a significant temporal delay relative to the population decay in OD = 1. This finding strongly suggests that an intermediate state OD =0
‫ء‬ of nonthermal character is transiently populated before the initial pump energy can fully dissipate to form a heated laser focal volume.
The 3 ͒ after excitation with a laser pulse centered at 2600 cm −1 . Spectra are shown for different pump-probe delays. The full lines correspond to a fit of a model described in Fig. 5 to the measurements. The derived OD stretch lifetime is 4.6 ps. tem indicate that the main relaxation channel is the direct OD =1→ 0 transition to the ground state, avoiding an excited ␦ HOD state. 39 Our experiments confirm the existence of an intermediate state, i.e., we can reproduce the room temperature data of, e.g., Refs. 33 and 34 and find r =1/ k r = 1.8 ps and ‫ء‬ =1/ k ‫ء‬ = 0.9 ps. With increasing temperatures, however, the amplitude of the long-time transient spectrum reminiscent of the heated liquid decreases relative to the transient spectrum at t = 0. The reason is that the spectral shift of the OD stretch band upon heating is weaker at elevated temperatures than at low temperatures. This can be rationalized by inspecting the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant , which in turn is linearly related to the spectral position max ͑see Fig.  2͒ . At 298 K the dielectric constant changes by 0.36/K whereas at 573 K it is only 0.12/K, i.e., at the higher temperature the thermal difference spectrum resulting from laser heating is expected to be threefold smaller in amplitude than at ambient conditions. A second point concerns the ratio of k r / k ‫ء‬ . The time constants derived from our measurements between 278 and 400 K indicate a twofold increase in k ‫ء‬ with temperature whereas k r decreases by almost a factor of 2 ͑see below͒ thereby shifting the ratio k r / k ‫ء‬ to smaller values. This effect in conjunction with a smaller amplitude of the kinetic component related to k ‫ء‬ makes a reliable evaluation of the thermalization rate above 400 K impossible. On the other hand, it simplifies the evaluation of k r as the temporal response in the mid-IR becomes single exponential and independent of the probe frequency. Consequently, for our 573 K measurements in Figs. 3 and 4 one can observe an isosbestic point at 2552 cm −1 , which is clearly absent at room temperature. 33 In Fig. 6 transient absorption signals covering a temperature range between 278 and 573 K are presented. The relaxation time constants derived from fitting the experimental traces by the model of Fig. 5 increase from 1.6 ps at the lowest temperature ͑ = 1.00 g / cm 3 ͒ to 4.6 ps at the highest temperature ͑ = 0.4 g / cm 3 ͒. All measured relaxation times are summarized in Table I including estimated uncertainties of r , which at low temperature are about 10% and above T c increase to 20%.
IV. DISCUSSION
In our previous investigation of the complementary system HOD in D 2 O we have demonstrated that a linear correlation exists between the experimental OH stretch relaxation rate constant and the temperature and density dependent static dielectric constant of the solvent. 24, 25 Together with MD simulations on a fluctuating charge TIP4P model of water, showing that is proportional to the average number n HB of hydrogen bonds a water molecule is involved in, 40 this result could be mapped onto a linear dependence of the relaxation rate constant on n HB . Deviations from this linear relation observed at about room temperature were attributed to H-bond induced spectral diffusion, which appears to occur on a similar time scale as vibrational relaxation under these conditions. If this interpretation is correct, a corresponding plot for the HOD/ H 2 O system investigated here should also yield a linear dependence of the OD stretch relaxation rate constant k r on . In contrast to the HOD/ H 2 O system, however, no deviations from this linear correlation are expected In general, we cannot rule out that a different model would slightly change our relaxation rate constants for low temperatures. However, as stated above our time traces at T Ͼ 400 K ͑corresponding to dielectric constants of Ͻ50͒ are single exponential in nature. Since the extracted time constants are independent of the probe frequency, the relaxation rate constants k r are highly reliable under these conditions. Furthermore, since in Fig. 7 the results from the high temperature data smoothly converge to the low temperature data, we are highly confident that the applied model is adequate to derive correct relaxation times from gas phase all the way up to liquid phase densities.
As in the previous HOD/ D 2 O system, we find within the experimental uncertainty a linear dependence of the OD stretch relaxation rate constant k r on as shown by the solid line in Fig. 7 . A closer comparison with the corresponding OH stretch relaxation rate, however, reveals important differences. First of all, no deviations from the linear relation between k r and can be observed in Fig. 7 at low temperatures ͑high ͒. This result supports our conjecture of a clear time scale separation between energy relaxation and H-bond induced spectral diffusion, i.e. spectral scrambling of the OD stretching vibrational resonance by H-bond dynamics is faster than the OD stretch population dynamics. This holds true from gas phase all the way up to liquid phase densities. Most importantly and in stark contrast to the HOD/ D 2 O, 24, 25 this situation also prevails for ambient conditions. Consequently, a single ensemble averaged relaxation rate is always measured in the system HOD in H 2 O with a dependence on neither the excitation nor the probe frequency.
A second difference is related to the high temperature/ low density limit of k r . Figure 7 clearly shows that the linear dependence extrapolates to a finite intercept of k r = 0.1 ps −1 for → 1. If we take as a measure of the interaction strength of the excited OD vibration with the surrounding bath, one would expect the rate constant k r to vanish in the limit of the highly diluted gas phase where approaches unity. Note that this asymptotic limit was indeed observed in our previous experiments on the OH stretch relaxation of HOD in D 2 O. 24, 25 The offset in Fig. 7 indicates that by changing the thermodynamic conditions continuously from the liquid to the gas phase, a second relaxation channel gradually opens up whose dependence slowly takes over as the density is lowered. The strong influence of the hydrogen bond connectivity on the OD stretch vibrational frequency was already demonstrated in Figs. 1 and 2 . As a consequence of these shifts, the relative efficiency of the relaxation pathways will change because the transfer rates critically depend on the energy mismatch between excited and nearby acceptor states. In fact, Fig. 8 shows that upon passing HOD from the liquid to the gas phase, not only the OD stretch mode shifts to higher frequencies but at the same time the bending energy is lowered. Landau-Teller calculations for the liquid environment have identified the direct OD =1→ 0 transition as the main pathway of the OD stretch relaxation of HOD in H 2 O. 
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Vibrational relaxation of HOD in water J. Chem. Phys. 130, 224502 ͑2009͒ the ground state. These steps are expected to be relatively fast as in liquid D 2 O the ␦ HOD = 1 lifetime was found to be only 390 fs. 13 In the following two kinetic models are elucidated to show that this scenario is able to reproduce the experimental dependence of k r on the dielectric constant in Fig. 7 quantitatively. The two approaches differ in the assignment of the rate determining step that dominates the relaxation in liquid water at room temperature where the pathway via the HOD bend overtone is inaccessible.
Model A follows the suggestion of the recent LandauTeller calculations of Tian 39 on the energy transfer under ambient conditions. It assumes that the relaxation mechanism is dominated by the direct transition from OD =1 to OD = 0 occurring with the rate coefficient k 2→0 ͑pathway ͉2͘ → ͉0͘ in Fig. 8͒ . In this scenario, the pathway ͉2͘ → ͉1͘ from the OD = 1 state to the excited bending vibration is unimportant. In line with our previous studies on the OH stretching relaxation in D 2 O, we regard the dielectric constant as an effective measure of the solute-solvent interaction strength relevant for vibrational relaxation and assume the rate constants k 2→0 to be proportional to −1 ͑see also Refs. 24 and 25 for details͒,
The prefactor was adjusted to meet the overall relaxation rate k r at room temperature as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 9 . The rate constant k 2→3 for the transition OD =1 → ␦ HOD =2 ͑state ͉2͘ → ͉3͘ in Fig. 8͒ is also proportional to the quantity − 1. However, it carries an additional "energy gap law" dependence to explicitly account for the density dependence of the donor-acceptor energy gap ⌬E 23 involved in pathway ͉2͘ → ͉3͘ when transiting from gaslike to liquidlike conditions,
On the basis of the measured solvent shift of the OD stretch band in Fig. 2 we assume that the displacement of all the vibrational states is proportional to − 1. Hence, one obtains
which linearly interpolates the ͉2͘ → ͉3͘ energy gap in Fig. 8 as a function of the dielectric constant between the gas phase ͑ =1͒ and liquid phase ͑ = 78.4 at 298 K͒. Finally, one has to consider depopulation of the bend vibrational states. For simplicity we again adopt a linear dependence of k 3→1 and k 1→0 on − 1. The absolute rates were determined by adjusting k 1→0 to the measured relaxation time of the HOD bending vibration in liquid D 2 O at 298 K,
and invoking the harmonic approximation within the OD bending manifold, i.e.,
Including detailed balance for all the reverse rate constants,
we solved the system of kinetic equations resulting from this model numerically and fitted the lifetime of the excited OD stretch vibration to the experimental data using a and c in Eq. ͑2͒ as adjustable parameters. The result obtained for the calculated depopulation rate constant with a = 0.065 ps −1 and c =55 cm −1 ͓Eq. ͑2͔͒ is shown in Fig. 9 by the full line. To some extend variation of the parameter c can be compensated for by readjusting a without negative effect on the quality of the fit. Accordingly the errors of c and a are 20% and 50%, respectively. It turns out that within the model, k r is mainly determined by the sum of pathways depopulating the excited OD stretch state,
whereas the reverse processes arising from detailed balance can be neglected. The two individual components k 2→0 and k 2→3 are presented in Fig. 9 by the dashed and dotted line, respectively. Considering the simplicity of the model the agreement to the experimental data is excellent. The small value of c =55 cm −1 indicates a strong dependence of k 2→3 on the energy gap. This result is not too surprising because in the Landau-Teller theory, the rate constant for transitions between two anharmonically coupled states i and f depends on the anharmonic transition matrix element ͗i͉q͉f͘ and the spectral density of external solvent forces acting on the solute normal mode at the transition frequency if . For small values of if , each of these two quantities shows a strong dependence on the energy gap. 26 At very low densities ͑i.e., for Ͻ5͒ the model suggests a dependence of k r on , which is much stronger than that observed at higher densities. Although we could not measure the dependence in the lowlimit directly ͑because of an insufficient signal to noise ratio at true gas phase densities below 0.2 g / cm 3 ͒, such a behavior is expected once the transition to the gas phase is completed and the relaxation rate at a given value of ⌬E 23 is determined by isolated binary collisions.
Model A has a direct impact on the interpretation of the intermediate state 0
‫ء‬ of Fig. 5 . This state was introduced in the analysis of the transient pump-probe spectra because at room temperature the appearance of the thermal difference spectrum due to state 0Ј is delayed with respect to the decay of the excited OD = 1 population. As excitation of the bending vibration at ambient conditions is avoided, model A excludes the possibility to identify the intermediate 0 ‫ء‬ with the state ␦ HOD = 1 or any other excited intramolecular vibrational state of HOD. In contrast, 0 ‫ء‬ has to be a nonthermalized state with respect to nuclear degrees of freedom involving motion of the surrounding solvent particles. Rather, the transformation 0 ‫ء‬ → 0Ј in Fig. 5 must be related to a rearrangement of the hydrogen bond network after the laser energy is deposited into the sample by vibrational relaxation. 31 Model B differs from model A by just accounting for efficient population of the excited bending mode at room temperature which permits to assign 0 ‫ء‬ of Fig. 5 to the ␦ HOD = 1 state. Hence k 2→1 in Fig. 8 is assumed to be rate limiting whereas k 2→0 is neglected. Similar to Eq. ͑1͒ proportionality between k 2→1 and the dielectric constant is postulated,
Equations ͑2͒-͑6͒ of model A are retained with one modification. In order to attribute the state 0 ‫ء‬ to ␦ HOD = 1, the bend relaxation rate constant has to be given by
which ascertains agreement with the experimentally observed lifetime of ‫ء‬ = 0.9 ps at ambient conditions. Choosing a = 0.080 ps −1 and c =55 cm −1 ͓in Eq. ͑2͔͒ model B produces an almost identical k r ͑͒ dependence as model A ͑see the full line in Fig. 9͒ .
To decide whether the OD stretch relaxation of HOD in H 2 O follows model A or B one has to discuss the impact of elevated temperatures on the nature of the intermediate state attributed to 0 ‫ء‬ . For temperatures lower than 400 K ͑ Ͼ 50͒, relaxation through the bending overtone ␦ HOD =2 is negligible compared to pathways populating the lower lying vibrational states regardless of the model. According to model B, the state 0 ‫ء‬ is assigned to the first excited state of the bending mode and therefore the apparent rate coefficients k r and k ‫ء‬ are equal to the rate constants k 2→1 and k 1→0 , respectively. Since these two rate constants depend linearly on − 1, one would expect the ratio of the apparent rates k r / k ‫ء‬ to remain constant upon heating. Likewise, the relative amplitudes of the two corresponding kinetic components should be invariant to temperature variations. Neither conclusion can be confirmed by our experiments. Quite in contrast, we observe that the ratio k r / k ‫ء‬ as well as the amplitude of the kinetic component related to k ‫ء‬ decrease when the temperature is raised. Indeed, above 400 K the thermalization rate constant cannot be determined reliably any more.
These findings are in much better agreement with the scenario outlined in model A where k ‫ء‬ corresponds to a delayed response of the hydrogen bond network upon energy absorption of the H 2 O solvent following OD stretch vibrational relaxation. As was suggested previously, 31 the time constant of ‫ء‬ = 0.9 ps at room temperature is completely consistent with the excitation of low frequency intra-and intermolecular solvent modes which subsequently leads to a breaking of hydrogen bonds. Note that in neat liquid water, a very similar time constant was also attributed to the dynamics of hydrogen bond rearrangement concurrent with a local heating of the pump focal volume. 14, 15 With increasing temperature this process is expected to speed up relative to OD stretch energy relaxation and at a certain point cannot be detected anymore. As a result the measured spectrotemporal response becomes much simpler and isosbestic points such as that shown in Fig. 3 for T = 573 K can be detected.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed femtosecond midinfrared pumpprobe spectroscopy to explore the dynamics of VER of the OD stretching mode of HOD in H 2 O for elevated pressures and temperatures ranging into the supercritical phase. The measured OD stretch lifetimes vary between 1.6 ps in liquid water at 278 K and 9 ps in the supercritical state at 663 K and 260 bars. Similar to the previously measured OH stretch relaxation of HOD in D 2 O, we observe a linear dependence of the OD stretch relaxation rate constant k r on the static dielectric constant of water. Using the results of MD simulations 40 this finding implicates an immediate correlation between the relaxation rate and the average number of hydrogen bonds in which the HOD molecule is engaged. In contrast to the HOD/ D 2 O system, however, no deviation from linearity can be observed at low temperatures. The reason for this apparently simpler behavior lies in a clear time scale separation that persists from gas phase to liquid phase densities between the relatively slow OD stretch population relaxation and the faster hydrogen bond dynamics. A second difference concerns the extrapolated low density limit of k r , which for the accessible range yields a finite intercept whereas for the OH stretch relaxation of HOD in D 2 O it vanishes. Our analysis suggests that level shifting causes an alteration of the prevailing relaxation mechanism as the thermodynamic conditions are changed from the liquid to gas phase. In accordance with recent Landau-Teller calculations 39 the dominant relaxation pathway in liquid water at room temperature is the direct v =1→ 0 transition of the OD stretch excited state. The energy is transferred into nuclear degrees of freedom of the solvent leading to a rearrangement of the hydrogen bond network within 0.9 ps. In the gas phase, the energy of the excited OD stretch state is only 55 cm −1 below the HOD bend overtone which opens up an efficient relaxation channel involving the cascade OD =1→ ␦ HOD =2→ ␦ HOD =1→ ground state, where the first step is rate limiting.
